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Abstract
Context: Large-scale distributed projects are typically the results of collective efforts
performed by multiple developers with heterogeneous personalities.
Objective: We aim to find evidence that personalities can explain developers’ behavior
in large scale-distributed projects. For example, the propensity to trust others — a critical
factor for the success of global software engineering — has been found to influence positively
the result of code reviews in distributed projects.
Method: In this paper, we perform a quantitative analysis of ecosystem-level data from
the code commits and email messages contributed by the developers working on the Apache
Software Foundation (ASF) projects, as representative of large scale-distributed projects.
Results: We find that there are three common types of personality profiles among Apache
developers, characterized in particular by their level of Agreeableness and Neuroticism. We
also confirm that developers’ personality is stable over time. Moreover, personality traits do
not vary with their role, membership, and extent of contribution to the projects. We also
find evidence that more open developers are more likely to make contributors to Apache
projects.
Conclusion: Overall, our findings reinforce the need for future studies on human factors
in software engineering to use psychometric tools to control for differences in developers’
personalities.
Keywords: Personality traits, large-scale distributed projects, ecosystems, Apache, Big
Five, Five-Factor Model, open source software, human aspects, psychometric analysis,
computational personality detection.
1. Introduction
Personality has been a subject of interest in software engineering since the 1970s when
Weinberg [1] first hypothesized that the study of personality could have a substantial impact
on the performance of developers. Similarly, in the early 1980s, Shneiderman [2] argued
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that personality plays a critical role in determining how programmers interact while also
complaining about the lack of studies and empirical evidence on the impact of personality
factors. Since then, however, there has been a substantial amount of research that has
investigated the effects of personality in software engineering; e.g., Cruz et al. [3] have
identified 90 studies conducted between 1979 and 2014, most of which (∼ 70%) after 2002.
The main reason for the widespread interest in personality-focused research in software
engineering is the many practical applications, e.g., the prediction of performance in pair
programming [4], work preferences [5], job satisfaction [6], and effective team composition [7].
However, prior research reports contrasting findings [3]. One reason for these conflicts lies in
the complex and multi-faceted nature of personality. Considering that widespread agreement
on the effectiveness of personality frameworks is still under debate in the social sciences (see
Sect. 2.1), it is not surprising that some works on personality in software engineering report
clear associations (e.g.,[8]) while others find little to no effects (e.g., [9]).
Another reason for the conflicting findings on the effects of personality in software engi-
neering is the choice of different psychometric constructs and related instruments to assess
personality. Personality research typically relies on self-assessment questionnaires. There
exist many such instruments, but some of them have been heavily criticized for their lack
of validity (e.g., the MBTI and KTS, see Sect. 2.1.2). Still, many studies on personality
in software engineering have relied on such dated instruments (e.g., [10, 11]). Furthermore,
there are some clear problems associated with detecting the personality through question-
naires, such as the extremely low return rates, especially in the software domain [12], and
the limited number of occasions (typically only one) to perform data collection [13].
This paper reports on a large-scale empirical study of the personality profiles of open
source software (OSS) developers from 39 Apache Software Foundation (ASF) projects.
OSS projects are an extreme form of large-scale distributed projects in which no single
organization controls the project [14] and, as such, the products developed are typically
the results of collective efforts performed by multiple members, each having their different
personality [15]. Hence, the study of personalities of OSS developers has the potential of
explaining software engineers’ behavior in distributed software development in general [16].
In particular, we first mined ecosystem-level data from ASF mailing list emails and
code commits contributed by 211 developers over more than a decade (see Sect. 4.1).
Then, using a recent advance in Psycholinguistic research – inferring personality from one’s
written communication style [17], we extracted the personality profiles of Apache developers
and investigate what specific traits are associated with development productivity and the
likelihood of becoming a core project contributor – a typical sign of recognition in OSS.
The study is informed by the Big Five personality framework (also known as the Five-
Factor model) [18, 19], which has gained a widespread consensus among trait psychologists
regarding its validity [20]. Furthermore, we used a psychometric tool developed to auto-
matically detect personality profiles from the wealth of data available from the ASF project
repositories (see Sect. 4.1); this allowed us to perform multiple assessments of contributors’
personalities over time.
Our contributions are the following:
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• We analyze the output from IBM Personality Insights, a commercial psychometric tool
used to automatically detect the personality of developers from their emails.
• Unlike prior studies that rely on questionnaires and collected data only once, we build
and publicly release a dataset, consisting of both psychometric and development data,
collected from the Apache developers participating in 39 ASF projects.
• We perform an empirical study with multiple statistical analyses to detect common
personality profiles among 211 developers and assess the association of personality
traits with the likelihood of becoming a project contributor as well as the extent of
their contribution.
• Results of the empirical study show that there are three common patterns, or types,
of personality profiles among Apache developers, characterized in particular by their
level of Agreeableness and Neuroticism. Moreover, personality traits do not vary with
their role, membership, and extent of contribution to the projects, while also remaining
stable over time. Also, we find evidence that developers who exhibit higher levels of
Openness and Agreeableness are more likely to make contributors to Apache projects.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide an overview
on personality and related research, with a specific focus on studies conducted in the software
engineering domain. In Section 3, we present the research questions and the analyses per-
formed. In Section 4, we describe the experiment, whose results are reported and discussed,
respectively, in Section 5 and 6. Finally, we conclude in Section 7.
2. Background
In this section, we first provide an overview of personality, its concepts and definitions,
the instruments used for its measurement, as well as the effect of language and culture (Sect.
2.1). Then, we review the most recent and relevant literature focusing on personality in the
domain of software engineering (Sect. 2.2).
2.1. Personality theories
Personality is the set of all the attributes – behavioral, temperamental, emotional and
mental – which characterize a unique individual [21]. Personality has been conceptualized
from a variety of theoretical perspectives and at various level of abstractions. One frequently
studied level is personality traits [22], a dynamic and organized set of dispositional attributes
that create the unique pattern of behaviors, thoughts, and feelings of a person [23]. Accord-
ingly, psychologists have sought descriptive models, or taxonomies, of such traits that would
provide a framework that simplifies their efforts to organize, distinguish, and summarize the
major individual differences among the myriad existing in human beings.
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2.1.1. The Big Five traits and the Five-Factor Model
Many personality traits theories and associated instruments have been proposed since
the 1930s, although more general acceptance and interest was not achieved until the 1970s.
Despite of the disagreement regarding the number of traits and their precise nature,
there is a widespread agreement that the aspects of personality can be organized hierar-
chically [24]. After decades of research, thanks to the growing and compelling empirical
evidence collected, the field has reached a strong consensus on the validity of a general tax-
onomy of five orthogonal personality traits, called the Big Five. The name was first used
by Goldberg [25] not to imply that personality can be just reduced to five traits only, but
rather to emphasize that five dimensions are sufficient to summarize at the broadest level
the main dispositional characteristics and differences of individuals.
Big Five is an expression now considered a synonym with Five-Factor Model (FFM).
However, the two are slightly different. Big Five is a general term used refer to personality
frameworks that consist of five high-level dimensions. These five personality traits have
been repeatedly obtained by applying factor analyses to various lists of trait adjectives used
in self-descriptions and self-rating questionnaires for personality assessment. These studies
have been conducted by psychologists based on the lexical hypothesis [26], according to
which the most important individual characteristics and differences in personality have been
encoded over time as words in the natural language, and the more important the difference,
the more likely it is to be expressed as a single word (see [22] for more).
Unlike the Big Five, which only describes the five broad dimensions, the FFM [20, 27] is
a personality framework that further derives each of the five high-level traits into multiple
lower-level facets (see Figure 1):
• Openness (inventive/curious vs. consistent/cautious): it refers to the extent to which
a person is open to experiencing a variety of activities, proactively seeking and appre-
ciating unfamiliar experiences for its own sake. People low in Openness tend to be
more conservative and close-minded.
• Conscientiousness (efficient/organized vs. easy-going/careless): it refers to peo-
ple’s tendency to plan in advance, act in an organized or thoughtful way and their
degree of organization, persistence, and motivation in goal-directed behavior. Low-
Conscientiousness individuals tend to be more tolerant and less bound by rules and
plans.
• Extraversion (outgoing/energetic vs. solitary/reserved): it refers to the tendency to
seek stimulation in the company of others, thus assessing people’s amount of interper-
sonal interaction, activity level, need for stimulation, and capacity for joy. Those low
in Extraversion are reserved and solitary.
• Agreeableness (friendly/compassionate vs. challenging/detached): it refers to a
person’s tendency to be compassionate and cooperative toward others, concerning
thoughts, feelings, and actions. Low Agreeableness is related to being suspicious,
challenging, and antagonistic towards other people.
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Figure 1: The Five-Factor Model proposed by Costa & McCrae [27] and used as reference in this study. The
Big Five traits are often referred to by the mnemonic OCEAN (image adapted from [28]).
• Neuroticism (sensitive/nervous vs. secure/confident): it refers to the extent to which
a person’s emotions are sensitive to the environment, thus identifying individuals who
lack in emotional stability, prone to psychological distress, anxiety, excessive cravings
or urges. Those who have a low score in Neuroticism are calmer and more stable.
Several independent studies on the FFM (see [29] for more), starting from different
taxonomies and questionnaires, have found consistent evidence of the existence of a latent
personality structure of individuals, consisting of five main factors. In fact, albeit labeled
differently, at the higher level the extracted models showed minor differences and, there-
fore, they could be generally mapped onto each other. These results confirmed the general
ubiquity of five factors across various FFM instruments [24] and, combined with the find-
ings from the studies on the lexical hypotheses, lead trait psychologists to argue that any
personality model must encompass, at some level, the same Big Five dimensions [25].
Hence, for the sake of simplicity, from now on we will consider Big Five and FFM
synonyms and use them interchangeably.
2.1.2. Personality detection from questionnaires
Personality traits have been generally determined using questionnaires, which present
a variable number of items (typically tens to hundreds) that describe common situations
and behaviors (e.g., “Do you have frequent mood swings? ”). The subjects taking the test
indicate the extent to which each item applies to them using a Likert scale, generally in the
range of [1, 5]. Questions are positively or negatively related to a specific trait; based on the
answer, a specific value is assigned to each of them. Finally, the trait score is computed by
aggregating all the values of its related answers.
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One of the first instruments to draw major interest has been the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator (MBTI) [30]. Based on Jung’s theories, MBTI allows creating individual profiles
along four dimensions through the administration of a 93-item inventory. Despite its pop-
ularity, the MBTI instrument has been widely criticized since the late 1980s due to severe
psychometric limitations, such as the lack of validity and reliability [31] [32] [33].
Another popular personality instrument is the Keirsey Temperament Sorter (KTS) [34,
35], a self-assessment questionnaire that classifies individuals according to four distinct pro-
files. The KTS instrument was inspired by the MBTI and, like the latter, its psychometric
validity has been questioned over the years [36].
Given the large consensus gained in the field by the Big Five taxonomy and the validity
issues reported of the other personality frameworks, in the remainder of this section we focus
our review on the FFM only.
2.1.3. Personality across languages and cultures
Most of the self-report inventories for assessing personality traits are have been trans-
lated into numerous languages and used under the assumptions that personality constructs
transcend human language and culture. In the last two decades, there have been efforts
aimed at showing that such inventories were reliable and showed a consistent structure of
Big Five factors across the languages (i.e., upon the translation of inventory items) and
cultures of participants.
One of the most comprehensive and popular instruments designed to measure the Big
Five traits are the questionnaires developed by McCrae & Costa, that is, the NEO-PI [27],
NEO-PI-R [37], and NEO-FFI [37]. McCrae [38, 39] reported the high level of internal reli-
ability of the trait scales as well as the robustness of the factorial structure after translating
and administrating the NEO-PI-R in more than three dozen countries. These results were
useful to show that it is possible to use mean values to capture systematic differences across
nations and world regions. In particular, neighboring countries showed similar means of
traits compared to regions that are geographically separated [40]. Also, Asian and African
regions were characterized by smaller variability than European and American countries,
where the heterogeneity of traits was the largest observed [39].
Although the NEO-PI-R is perhaps the most elaborated and widely used instrument for
measuring the personality traits related to the Big Five taxonomy, there are other ques-
tionnaires belonging to the family of instruments intended to measure the five broadest
dimensions of personality. One such instrument is the Big Five Inventory (BFI) [22], which
was used by Schmitt et al. [41] to conduct a large study on 56 nations, also arranged in 10
geographical and cultural regions, to make sense of the geographic distribution of the Big
Five personality traits. The analysis of the overall responses showed a robust five-factor
structure. The same Big Five structure was also congruent with those computed for each
of the 10 geographic regions. There was also a high cross-instrument correlation across the
BFI and the NEO-PI-R scales. Albeit the distribution of the Big Five traits across nations
showed in general small differences, several systematic patterns were evident, especially at
the world-region level. Specifically, Schmitt et al. [41] observed that the level of Extraversion
was much lower in East Asia (i.e., China, Japan, Korea, and Taiwan) than in the rest of
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the world. Regarding Agreeableness, Africa scored significantly higher and East Asia scored
significantly lower than the other world regions.
Because all the instruments above are proprietary,1 personality psychologists have devel-
oped and validated the International Personality Item Pool (IPIP) and its follow-up IPIP-
NEO, as open alternative Big Five inventories that are freely available on the Internet [42].
Given the evidence of the general validity across languages and cultures (as well as
instruments), the choice of focusing on the Big Five taxonomy of traits appears even more
justified since our study is executed in the context of global software development.
2.1.4. Personality detection from text
Self-report inventories are the most popular psychometric instruments to assess personal-
ity among researchers and professionals because they are considered reliable and easy-to-use.
However, utterances and written text are also known to convey a great deal of information
about the speaker and writer in addition to the semantic content. One such type of infor-
mation consists of cues to individual personality. Psychologists have been able to identify
correlations between specific linguistic markers and personality traits [43]. To date, there
has been limited but growing amount of work on the automatic detection of personality
traits from conversation transcripts and written text [44]. Thanks to the advancements in
artificial intelligence (AI) and the widespread diffusion of social media contents, researchers
have explored methods for the automatic recognition of various types of pragmatic variation
in text and conversations, both short-lived, such as emotion, sentiment, and opinions [45–47],
and more long-term, such as personality [48, 49].
In Table 1, we review some of the models from research as well as the existing tools to
automatically detect personality traits from text. While we cannot claim that the table is
complete – the systematic review of this research field is outside the scope of this study –
it nonetheless provides an up-to-date overview of the state of the art in field of automatic
personality recognition [50], often also referred to as computational personality detection [51].
Types of solution. Existing solutions for the automatic recognition of personality can be
grouped in top-down and bottom-up [63]. A top-down solution makes use of external re-
sources (e.g., psycholinguistic databases) and tests their associations with personality traits.
A bottom-up solution, instead, starts from the data and seeks linguistic cues associated
to personality traits. From Table 1, we can observe that, among the tools reviewed here,
bottom-up solutions (9) outnumber those top-down (6). In particular, because of the recent
advances in the AI field, the tools developed in the last years (e.g., [48, 62]) are adopt-
ing bottom-up solutions that leverage deep-learning techniques, such as Recurrent Neural
Networks (RNNs) and Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs), for processing a number of
linguistic cues extracted from large text corpora.
Commercial tools. The most well-known resource, often used as an external psy-
cholinguistic database in other top-down tools, is the Linguistic Inquiry and Word Count
(LIWC, pronounced luke)2[64], a commercial, text-analysis program that counts words in
1The BFI inventory is proprietary but freely available for non-commercial purposes at www.outofservice
.com/bigfive
2width0pt0pthttp://liwc.wpengine.comhttp://liwc.wpengine.com
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psychologically-meaningful, predetermined categories. Pennebaker & King [43] used it to
identify theoretically-predicted associations between linguistic features and each of the Big
Five personality traits. Specifically, they used LIWC to count word categories of 2,479
essays (i.e., unedited pieces of text) written in a controlled setting by volunteers who had
also taken the BFI personality test. In line with the lexical hypothesis, they found that
each of the personality traits was significantly associated with LIWC linguistic dimensions,
thus providing evidence of the connections between language use and personality [65].
Another commercial tool available for automatic personality recognition is IBM Watson
Personality Insights3 (IBM PI) [61]. Earlier versions of the service (i.e., before December
2016) used the LIWC dictionary along with unspecified machine-learning models. How-
ever, the service now uses machine learning with an open-vocabulary approach [66] that, as
opposed to the closed-vocabulary approach of LIWC, does not rely on any a priori word
or category judgments. Models based on the open-vocabulary approach have been found
to work well also in presence of small amount of text such as tweets [67]. Also, as per
IBM release note,4 the new version of Personality Insights reportedly outperforms the older
LIWC-based model.
Research tools. Most of the existing work that adopted a bottom-up solution have em-
ployed Support Vector Machines (SVMs) as a supervised learner. The seminal work in this
respect is the one by Argamon et al. [52]. They were the first to build SVM-based per-
sonality recognition models using several lexical features extracted from a corpus of 2,263
essays written by students who also took the NEO-FFI personality questionnaire. However,
Argamon et al. focused on the recognition of only Neuroticism and Extraversion.
Oberlander & Nowson [53] built upon the work of Argamon et al. and compared the
performance of SVM models against Naïve Bayes networks built using n-grams. In this
case, the authors analyzed 71 blog posts from volunteers who took a customized version of
the IPIP test for the assessment of four of the Big Five traits (i.e., except for Openness). In
follow-up work, Nowson & Oberlander [54], repeated the study on a larger dataset of 1,672
blog posts written by as many bloggers.
The seminal work for top-down solutions is the Personality Recognizer5 tool, developed
by Mairesse et al. [21] upon conducting a series of experiments where multiple statistical
models for personality detection from text were benchmarked. They developed multiple
regression models using the same annotated dataset of essays used for the development of
LIWC. However, other than using LIWC features, they augmented the models with other
dimensions from the Medical Research Council (MRC) psycholinguistic database [68].
The work by Gill et al. [55] is another example of regression models built top-down by
leveraging the LIWC database. In this study, the authors analyzed 5,042 blog posts from
2,393 volunteers who also took a custom, BFI-like personality questionnaire to assess four
of the Big Five traits (i.e., except for Openness).
Quercia et al. [56] used regression analysis to predict the Big Five personality traits
3www.ibm.com/watson/services/personality-insights
4https://console.bluemix.net/docs/services/personality-insights/science.html#researchPrecise
5http://s3.amazonaws.com/mairesse/research/personality/recognizer.html
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of 335 Twitter users after analyzing the content of their feeds. These users were selected
among those in the myPersonality dataset compiled by Kosinski et al. [69], containing not
only their Facebook posts and the answers to the 20-item IPIP questionnaire, but also the
links to their public Twitter profiles.
Goldbeck et al. conducted two studies for recognizing personality in Facebook [57] and
Twitter [58]. In the first study, they compared regression models built by analyzing 167
Facebook profiles and extracting LIWC features as well as social-network features from
their profile and friend network. In the second study, Goldbeck et al. assessed regression
models built by analyzing 2,000 tweets from 2,000 Twitter users, using both LIWC and
MRC psycholinguistic databases, as well as extracting social-network features from their
profiles. In both cases, volunteers took the BFI test to establish the ground truth.
Among the reviewed studies, the one by Celli [59] is the only case of unsupervised per-
sonality classification model, that is, trained without relying on any personality-annotated
dataset to establish ground truth. As such, none of the 156 users who contributed 473 posts
on FriendFeed took any personality test. The model was built using the same linguistic
features defined in Mairesse et al. [21].
Mohammad & Kiritchenko [60] tested the performance of SVMs on both the LIWC essay
and myPersonality Facebook datasets. They extracted the features using an emotion corpus
and lexicon, built ad hoc from the analysis of the hashtags included in the posts.
While most of existing studies leverage linguistic features for only one language (typically
English), Liu et al. [62] developed C2W2S4PT, a multi-language personality classifier built
with Recurrent Neural Networks by extracting word and sentence vectors from a corpus of
25,000 tweets, written in English, Spanish, or Italian by 300 volunteers who also took the
BFI test.
Majumder et al. [49] developed SenticNet Personality,6 a deep-learning personality-
detection model built using Convolutional Neural Networks. Using the LIWC essay dataset
as ground truth, they trained different configurations by leveraging word embedding and
the linguistic features defined in Mairesse et al. [21].
Finally, Carducci et al. [48] developed TwitPersonality,7 a personality detection model
that uses word vector representations of tweets fed to SVMs. The Twitter histories of 24
volunteers were retrieved along with their Big Five personality traits, measured using the
BFI questionnaire. They used the results reported by Quercia et al. [56] as a baseline.
Performance. Overall, despite the growing number of works, the automatic recognition
of personality from text is still an extremely complex task, whose performance and quality
assessment is also challenging due to the difference in the evaluation procedures and the
limited number of existing annotated gold standards, which are costly to produce [63]. Over
the last years, a few evaluation campaigns have been organized on computational personality
recognition tasks (e.g., [63, 70, 71]) and the results drawn from them are no different from the
picture obtained from the analysis of the performance of the tools reviewed in this section.
From Table 1, we observe that the personality recognition task is tackled as either a
6https://github.com/SenticNet/personality-detection
7https://github.com/D2KLab/twitpersonality
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classification task with n={2, 3, 5} classes or as a prediction task for a continuous numeric
outcome. In the first case, researchers (e.g., [21, 52–55, 60]), discretize the personality
scores on n values and classify people accordingly. For example, for n=2, the task becomes
a binary classification where people are classified as high or low (e.g., one standard deviation
above or below the mean, or top and bottom quartiles) in each trait. With such an approach,
performance is typically assessed in terms of classification accuracy (ACC). Results in Table 1
show that ACC values are in the range of ∼40-70%. In one case, Gill et al. [55] relied on
Pearson correlation to assess the accuracy of the ordered logistic regression classification of
four personality traits (except Openness), discretized on 3 levels (i.e., {low, medium, high});
they found on average a correlation of r≈0.1 between predicted scores and those obtained
from a custom (i.e., not validated) BFI-like questionnaire taken by participants.
According to Schwartz et al. [66], prediction on a continuous numeric scale is a more
appropriate task for studies on automatic personality recognition. In such cases, the adopted
performance metrics are the Mean Absolute Error (MAE, the average of the absolute value
of the difference between the actual and predicted scores), the Root Mean Squared Error
(RMSE, the standard deviation of the residuals, that is the prediction errors), and Pearson
correlation (r, measured between the predicted and actual trait scores).
Regarding the studies that reported MAE as a performance metric, IBM Personality
Insights achieved an average of ∼.12 over the five traits for English, in line with the ∼.15
reported by Goldberg et al. [58] in their study on Twitter and better than the ∼.11 reported
by Goldberg et al. [57] the other similar study performed on Facebook.
As regards the three studies that used RMSE, Liu et al. [62] achieved an average of ∼.11
over the five traits, considerably smaller (i.e., better) than the average ∼.79 and ∼.28−.52,
reported respectively by Quercia et al. [56] and Carducci et al. [48].
As for studies reporting Pearson correlation, IBM Personality Insights achieved r≈.33,
averaged over the five traits and for English. This finding is entirely consistent with those
from literature reviews on personality, showing uniformly that most psychological and be-
havioral constructs have small to medium effect sizes in the range .10− .40 on a correlational
scale [72]. As Meyer et al. [73] noted, achieving correlations above .30 in psychology studies
is challenging, so much so that even the simple axiom according to which past behav-
ior is predictive of future behavior has been found to produce mere correlations of r≈.39.
Accordingly, they argued that, instead of relying on unrealistic benchmarks based on the
conventional cut-off points used for interpreting correlation coefficients, researchers who in-
vestigate psychological constructs should instead use a baseline in the order of magnitude of
correlations independently measured in related work. In other words, both Meyer et al. [73]
and Roberts et al. [72] have called for adjusting the norms that researchers hold for what
the effect size is in psychology and related fields.
Finally, the work of Celli [59] provides a unique and interesting attempt of using un-
supervised classification for recognizing personality traits without previously collecting self-
assessments. Celli reported a classification accuracy of ∼63% with 3 classes. Also, he defined
a validity metric to measure how stable the traits are across every single post written by
an individual. Approaches like this might be useful to investigate large populations of users
from whom it is difficult to collect questionnaires.
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2.2. Studies on the Big Five in software engineering
In the following, we briefly review some of the most recent and relevant studies that ana-
lyzed personality traits in the domain of software engineering. We review them according to
the type of psychometric instruments used, i.e., questionnaires vs. computational personality
detection tools.
2.2.1. Software engineering studies using personality questionnaires
In their systematic literature review (SLR), Cruz et al. [3] lamented difficulties in the
meta-analysis due to the contrasting findings reported in the primary studies. One reason
was the number of the specific aspects that the studies focus on, such as investigating the
effect of the personality of software engineers on job satisfaction and software quality [74],
code review [75], and team composition [76]; other studies analyze the personality profiles of
software engineers [8] to examine the correlations of personality traits with pair programming
performance [9]. Another reason was the variety of personality assessment instruments used.
Surprisingly, Cruz et al. found that, combined, about 60% of the primary studies in the
SLR had employed either MBTI or KTS, although their validity has been heavily criticized
for years. MBTI was also the most used instrument in the primary studies identified in the
SLRs conducted by Karimi & Wagner [77] and Karimi et al. [78]. These outdated personality
instruments are still used in recent research (e.g., [10]). McDonalds & Edwards [79] reviewed
13 empirical studies in software engineering that used MBTI and found several validity
threats with obvious negative impact on the reliability and validity of these studies.
In the rest of this section, we restrict our review to the studies on personality in software
engineering that leveraged the Big Five model, for which there is a compelling amount
of evidence on its validity. Table 2 lists the most recent and relevant of such prior studies.
Despite our choice of focusing studies using the Big Five model, it is still difficult to synthesize
the results reported in Table 2. Arguably because of the variety of tests applied and different
experimental settings, the results show no clear patterns.
First, we note that albeit the number (11) of studies on Big Five in software engineering
is not large, the papers focus on five different aspects, on which the effect of personality was
assessed, namely: team satisfaction (2), individual performance in teamwork (1), profiling
personalities of software engineers (5), pair programming performance (2), and programming
style (1). The choice of a specific aspect obviously influences the level of analysis, that
is, studies on pair programming measured the programming performance of pairs, those
focusing on developers’ personality profiling focused on individual differences, and finally
those focusing on team differences conducted analysis at team level, typically aggregating
trait scores by computing the averages and standard deviations. Most of these studies were
conducted in an academic context (7 out of 11) rather than professional.
Regarding the instruments, as expected, most studies employed the freely available IPIP
instrument (7 out of 10), instead of proprietary alternatives such as the NEO-FFI (3).
Different versions of the IPIP tool were used, such as the version with 120 items, the small
one with 50, and the minimal version with only 20 items. Considering the low return rate for
questionnaires administered to software engineers [12], it is not surprising that researchers
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prefer the use of free personality instruments with the minimum possible number of items
to increase the chance of participation.
An even more varied picture emerges from the analysis of the study findings, which we
discuss with respect to their specific focus.
As regards teamwork, Acuña et al. [6, 74] found that high Agreeableness is strongly
associated with higher levels of job satisfaction.
With respect to pair programming performance, two independent replications, that is,
Hannay et al. [9] and Salleh et al. [28], found contrasting results. The former study found
no strong connections between personality traits and performance, except for a modest
association with Extraversion. The latter, instead, reported a strong direct association
between performance and Openness. However, the context was different, as Hannay et
al. [9] analyzed professionals, while Salleh et al. [28] analyzed students.
The most recent trend in studying personality in the software engineering field is ex-
tracting developers’ personality profiles. Feldt et al. [8] and Kosti et al. [5] conducted
two replications, the former with professionals and the latter with students. Their find-
ings were consistent, as they were able to identify two clusters of personalities among stu-
dents/professionals, one called ‘intense’ and the other ‘moderate,’ characterized by whether
individuals exhibit high levels of Extraversion and Openness. In a second follow-up study,
Kosti et al. [82] conducted a second replication using a different clustering technique, called
Archetypal Analysis, which allowed them to identify four archetypal personality profiles
among student subjects, characterized by the combinations of high vs. low levels of Ex-
traversion and Conscientiousness.
Kanij et al. [81] and Smith et al. [83] conducted two studies for characterizing professional
developers’ personalities based on their role. The former found that testers are significantly
associated with higher Conscientiousness, whereas the latter found no difference in that
respect. Instead, Smith et al. [83] found managers to be more conscientious and extraverted,
agile developers more neurotic and extraverted.
Finally, Bell et al. [80] and Karimi et al. [78] conducted two studies that have not been
replicated, thus providing unique results. Bell et al. [80] studied the effect of personality on
individual academic performance in teamwork. They reported no correlations. Karimi et
al. [78] found that students with higher level of Openness significantly prefer breadth-first
programming style, whereas those high on Conscientiousness prefer depth-first.
2.2.2. Software engineering studies using automatic personality recognition
In this section, we review previous studies, listed in Table 3, which investigated the Big
Five personality model in the software domain using psychometric tools for automatically
extracting personality profiles from communication traces, such as emails and code-review
comments. Overall, the findings from these studies show that personalities of developers i)
vary with the degree of contribution (e.g., between core and peripheral developers) and ii)
reputation, and iii) change over short periods.
Rigby & Hassan [84] studied the Big-Five personality traits of the four top developers
of the Apache httpd project against a baseline built using LIWC on the entire mailing list
corpus. Their preliminary results showed that two of the developers responsible for the
July 31, 2019
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major Apache releases have similar personalities, which are also different from the baseline
extracted from the email corpus contributed by the other developers.
Bazelli et al. [85] performed a quasi-replication of the previous study using data collected
from Stack Overflow instead of a mailing list. They found that the top reputed authors are
more extroverted compared to medium and low reputed users, a personality profile consistent
to the one observed by Rigby & Hassan [84] for the two top Apache httpd developers.
Rastogi & Nagappan [16] analyzed the personality profiles and development activity of
about 400 GitHub developers. They found that developers with different levels of con-
tributions have different personality profiles, specifically those with high or low levels of
contributions are more neurotic compared to the others. Besides, the personality profiles
of most active contributors were found to change across two consecutive years, evolving as
more conscientious, more extrovert, and less agreeable.
Calefato et al. [87] and Calefato & Lanubile [86] investigated the relationship between
project success and propensity to trust, a facet of the Agreeableness trait in the FFM.
To avoid subjectivity in the assessment of project success, they approximated the overall
performance of two Apache projects with the history of successful collaborations, i.e., code
reviews of pull requests in GitHub. They found preliminary evidence that the propensity to
trust of code reviewers (integrators) is an antecedent of pull request integration. They used
the previous, LIWC-based version of IBM Personality Insight tool to analyze word usage in
pull request comments and automatically extract developers’ agreeableness scores.
3. Research questions
The review of prior work on personality revealed several potential factors related to de-
velopers’ activity and social status, which may affect the automatic detection of personality
from the traces left in projects’ communication channels and source code repositories. There-
fore, to further our understanding of developers’ personality profiles, we focus on studying
their activities in both the technical part (i.e., code development through commits) and the
social part (i.e., communication through emails) of the ASF ecosystem. Building on findings
from prior work, in the following we formulate six research questions. Note that RQ2-5 are
carried over from the original version of the study reported in [88].
The review of the software engineering Big Five personality studies using questionnaires
(see Table 2 in Sect. 2.2.1) shows that most prior work (5 out of 11 studies) has focused
on profiling software developers. Interestingly, all studies have used the IPIP instrument.
A similar picture emerges from the analysis of prior work that has relied on tools for the
automatic detection of personality from text (see Table 3 in Sect. 2.2.2), with 3 out of 4
studies relying on the LIWC software. Still, the synthesis of the findings is difficult, thus
suggesting that profiling developers’ personalities may depend on the context of the analysis.
As such, we perform a large-scale analysis to detect developers’ profiles within the entire
ASF ecosystem, while also seeking subgroups of individuals with similar traits. We ask:
RQ1 — Are there groupings of similar developers according to their personality profile?
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OSS project teams consist of different types of contributors, typically organized in a
layered structure known as the onion model [89]. At the center of this organizational struc-
ture are core contributors, who are part of the development team and contribute the largest
portion of the code base; they also review external code contributions and guide newcom-
ers. Peripheral contributors, instead, are not part of the core development team and most
of them do not remain involved with the project for long; they are typically involved with
contributing bug fixes, adding projects documentation, and code refactoring. According
to the findings reported by Rigby & Hassan [84] and Bazelli et al. [85], the personality of
top-reputed users in software communities is different from the others. In our experimental
scenario, this would suggest potential differences in the personality traits between peripheral
and core Apache developers. On this basis, we ask:
RQ2 — Do developers’ personality traits vary with the type of contributors (i.e., core vs.
peripheral?)
According to the onion model, developers migrate from the edges to the core of OSS
projects through a gradual socialization process. These changes in personality observed
by Rastogi & Nagappan [16] may be due to the different type of tasks that developers
perform and their responsibilities in the community. Therefore, we derive and compare the
personality of developers, splitting the corpus of emails before and after they gain write-
access to the source code repository (i.e., they become integrators who can accept and merge
others’ contributions), a sign that they were promoted to the core development team. We
ask:
RQ3 — Do developers’ personality traits change after becoming a core member of a
project development team?
According to Rastogi & Nagappan [16], the personality of developers varies with their
degree of code contributions, too. We seek confirming evidence for this finding. We ask:
RQ4 — Do developers’ personality traits vary with the degree of development activity?
Calefato et al. [87] and Calefato & Lanubile [86] found initial evidence that the propensity
to trust – i.e., the facet of Agreeableness representing the individual disposition to perceive
the others as trustworthy – is positively correlated with the chances of successfully accepting
contributions in code review tasks. Yet, trust is one the many facets in the Big Five model
and previous research did not look at the effects of the personality of developers who author
those contributions. Here, we bridge this gap and ask:
RQ5 — What personality traits are associated with the likelihood of becoming a project
contributor?
In the onion model of participation in OSS projects, there are also one-time contributors
(OTCs) who are on the very fringe of the peripheral developers since they have exactly one
code contribution accepted to the project repository. The previous two research questions
do not consider the number of code commits submitted by those who become contributors,
nor possible correlations between development productivity and specific personality traits.
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Figure 2: The workflow designed for building the experimental dataset.
Here, as a refinement of RQ4-5, we study whether the personality traits of ASF developers
are associated with prolific development activity.
RQ6 — What personality traits are associated with higher amounts of contributions suc-
cessfully accepted in a project repository?
4. Empirical study
In the following, we first describe the workflow designed for building the experimental
dataset; then, we detail the statistical methods chosen to answer each research question.
4.1. Dataset
To build our experimental dataset, we mined several data sources. The full list of the
metadata extracted from each data source is reported in Table 4. Also, the scripts developed
for mining the data source, along with the extracted data, are made available on GitHub8 for
the sake of replicability. The entire workflow for building the dataset is depicted in Figure 2.
4.1.1. Retrieving projects
The first data source is the official web pages of the ASF projects.9 The list of projects
was obtained by developing a custom web scraper, using the Python Scrapy10 library. Some
8https://github.com/collab-uniba/personality
9https://projects.apache.org/projects.html
10https://scrapy.org
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Table 4: The data sources used in our study.
Data source Data extracted
Project name
Status (active, incubating, retired)
Web pages Dev. language
Category
Repository URI (git, svn)
Mailing-list URIs (dev, user)
Mailing list name
Email archives emails (body, subject, sender, recipient, timestamp)
Developers’ email addresses
Repository (id, #commits, timestamp first
and last commit)
GitHub Developer’s info (id, email, location)
Commit metadata (repository, sha, author id,
commiter id, timestamp, commit message,
files changed, src files changed, #additions/deletions)
project metadata were also extracted through the scraper, namely the status of the project
(i.e., active, retired, incubating), its development language (e.g., Java, C++) and category
(e.g., database, web), the mailing-list archive URIs, and the URI of its code repository. At
the end of this stage, a list of 176 ASF projects was retrieved.
4.1.2. Downloading email archives
The second data source is the mailing list archives. Through the scraper, we retrieved for
each project the URIs of the dev mailing list (i.e., containing development-oriented discussion
such as bug reports) and user mailing list (i.e., containing general purpose discussion such as
release announcements) archived in the mbox format. Then, we forked, updated, and ran the
mlstats11 tool to download the mailing lists to a local MySQL database. At the end of this
step, 106 mailing lists were entirely downloaded, for a total of 1.35M emails from ∼38,000
senders. The preprocessing and filtering process partially followed the steps described in
the work by Shen et al. [17], where the personality of 28 users were automatically detected
from a corpus of ∼50,000 emails. Specifically, we developed ad hoc regular expressions to
remove line by line the text (typically starting with ‘>’) copied from previous emails in
case of replies or forwards. Then, because the emails contained many lines of codes, we
first tried to remove them with further regular expressions. However, the solution did not
scale well, due to the variety of programming languages used in the ASF projects. Thus,
we resolved on using machine learning. In particular, we used NLoN,12 an R package that
processes text and marks lines containing code [90]. We first used the package out of the box,
because its default model has been trained on a corpus including emails from the Mozilla
11https://github.com/MetricsGrimoire/MailingListStats
12https://github.com/M3SOulu/NLoN
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project archives. However, the performance was not satisfying. Then, the first author and
a graduate student manually annotated a gold standard to retrain the model. They started
with 500 emails, which resulted in an accuracy of about 90%, and then increased the training
set up to a 1,000, which ensured accuracy of over 95%.
4.1.3. Cloning Git repositories
The third and last data source is the project code repositories. We downloaded to a local
machine a clone of the repository for each ASF project using Git. The other projects were
discarded. Then, a Python script was written to parse the commit history of each project
clone and save to the MySQL database the relevant metadata extracted, such as the IDs of
the author and of the integrator, the time stamps, the list of files changed, the number of
additions and deletions, etc. (refer to Table 4 for the full list). The number of commits is
used as a proxy for project size; likewise, the delta in the years between the first and the last
commit is used as a proxy for its longevity. At the end of this step, we selected and cloned
the Git repositories of 56 ASF projects, totaling ∼206K commits made by 5,080 distinct
developers.
4.1.4. Unmasking developer aliases
Looking at the extracted data, we observed that, in many cases, the same sender used
multiple email addresses to post messages to project mailing lists. This aliasing issue affected
not only the communication but also the project development, as developers often commit
code contributions using different email addresses. Therefore, we applied a procedure used
in Vasilescu et al. [91] to ‘unmask’ alias email addresses. First, for each developer/sender
stored in our database, an alias set was computed and assigned a unique identifier (UID in
the following). Then, we stored a hash map of these UIDs so that, whenever a database entry
was processed, the map was used to replace its table ID with the associated unique UID. The
map contains the UIDs of 46,304 unique developers who either sent emails or contributed
code to the AFS projects. No obvious cases of mislabeling were detected during the manual
verification of the unmasking procedure performed on of a significant sub-sample.
4.1.5. Detecting personality
As the final step, we built the experimental dataset by collecting the Big Five scores for
each unique developer, using the IBM Personality Insights service.
Personality Insights provides an application programming interface (API) for inferring
individuals’ intrinsic personality characteristics from digital communications such as email,
text messages, tweets, and forum posts. As described earlier, we used the most recent
version of the service, which extracts personality characteristics from text by using an open-
vocabulary approach (like those proposed in [66, 92, 93]), which does not limit findings to
preconceived relationships between a priori fixed sets of words and categories, as done in
the closed-vocabulary approach of LIWC [64]. In more detail, the service first tokenizes
the input text to develop a representation in an n-dimensional space, using an open-source
word-embedding technique to obtain a vector representation of the words [94]; then, it feeds
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these representations to a machine-learning algorithm that infers a personality profile with
Big Five characteristics.
Provided with sufficient textual input, the Personality Insights service API returns a
JSON document with values in [0, 1] for each of the five personality traits of the writer.
As per official documentation,13 providing fewer than 100 words throws an exception of
insufficient input. The precision of the service levels off at around 3,000 words. Also, the
upper limit is 6,000 words, and longer input is truncated. Given these specifications, we
developed a Python script that, to ensure sufficient input, retrieves and collates per month
all the emails sent to an Apache project mailing lists by each unique developer. To make
the script more robust, even if the collated text for a month accounts for fewer than 100
words (remember the NLoN filter used to remove lines of code from emails), it still invokes
the service and handles the exception (i.e., skip the month), thus accommodating potential
changes to the limits in future releases of the service. Finally, for each developer the Big
Five personality profiles are computed as an average of the monthly-based trait scores.
Overall, we extracted the personality profiles of 211 unique developers, of whom 118
contributed both source code changes and emails to the same project, and 93 only sent
emails. Project committers who did not participate in discussions over emails, those who
made changes exclusively to non-source code resources (e.g., documentation and binary files),
and those who contributed overall fewer than 100 words in all their emails were excluded.
Each of the 211 developers on average participated in 2 projects, sent over 6,900 emails,
writing about 15,000 words.
4.2. Analysis
We perform several statistical analyses using R version 3.5.2. However, before seeking
answers to the research questions defined earlier, we first analyze stability of the automatic
personality detection instrument. This preliminary assessment is necessary to ensure that
we can safely average the monthly scores into one aggregate personality profile for each
developer. Rastogi & Nagappan [16] used LIWC and found that developers’ personality
profiles extracted from GitHub content change over short-time spans. However, psychology
research considers personality traits as rather stable, particularly for working adults [95].
Hence, we perform a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test to check the stability over time of devel-
opers’ personality profiles extracted using IBM Personality Insights between the first and
second halves of their activity history.
To answer RQ1 (groupings of developers with similar personality), we apply several
statistics to reveal the presence of latent structures within our data. First, we run a Prin-
cipal Component Analysis to identify which of the traits may weigh more in differentiating
developers’ personalities. Then, we execute Cluster Analysis on our multivariate dataset to
identify homogeneous, mutually exclusive subsets and reveal natural groupings of developers
resembling each other while also being different from the others. A similar analysis has been
reported in [5, 8]. In addition to Cluster Analysis, we also perform Archetypal Analysis [96],
a statistical method that builds on the idea that any data point in a multidimensional space
13https://console.bluemix.net/docs/services/personality-insights/input.html#sufficient
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(i.e., each developer in our dataset), defined by a set of numerical variables (i.e., the vector
of the Big Five trait scores), can be represented as a combination of specific points called
archetypes. In other words, archetypal analysis can identify in our dataset a few archety-
pal personalities, which can then be used to describe all other developers in terms of the
closeness to each archetype. A similar analysis has been applied by Kosti et al. [82].
For RQ2 (variation with project membership), we use the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank test as
a non-parametric alternative to t-test for paired samples. For RQ3 (variation of personality
with the type of contributor) and RQ4 (variation with the degree of development activity),
we use the Wilcoxon Rank Sum (or Mann-Whitney U) test, as a non-parametric alternative
to t-test for unpaired samples. For the analyses above, we use p-values with a significance
level of α=0.05 to determine statistical significance. Also, we report p-values adjusted with
Bonferroni correction to counteract the problem of inflated type I errors while engaging in
multiple pairwise comparisons between subgroups. In case of significant differences, we com-
plement p-values with appropriate effect size measures to quantify the amount of difference
between two groups of observations.
For RQ5 (contribution likelihood model), we fit a logistic regression model to our data
to assess the likelihood for a developer to become a project contributor, using personality
scores as predictive factors. The variables included in the model are detailed below.
Response: contributor, a dichotomous yes/no variable indicating whether a developer
has authored at least one commit successfully integrated into a project repository.
Main predictors. We include openness, agreeableness, neuroticism, extraversion,
and conscientiousness, that is, one predictor for each of the Big Five personality trait
scores.
Controls. Our control variables include word_count, a proxy for the extent of communi-
cation and social activity of the developer in the community through email messages from
which personality traits are extracted, project_size, computed as the total number of
commits in the projects, and project_age, measured in number of years.
The two variables project_size and project_age are intended to reflect that it may be
harder for developers to start contributing to long-running projects that have a large code
base. However, because they are highly correlated (Pearson r=0.74) and we only retain
project_age. Also, the Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) computed on the resulting model
reveals no collinearity issues for the predictors (all values <4).
Procedure. We fit the model using the glm function in R. Coefficients are considered
important when statistically significant at 5% level (p<0.05). We evaluated the model fit
using McFadded’s pseudo-R2 measure, which describes the proportion of variance in the
response variable explained by the model, and AUC, to assess the classification ability of
our model compared to random guessing.
Finally, to answer RQ6 (prolific activity model), we perform a regression analysis to
evaluate the association between the personality traits of developers and the number of
contributions (i.e., pull requests) that they got accepted (i.e., merged) into the Apache
projects’ repositories.
Response. The dependent variable is #merged_commits, which counts the number of
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commits authored by a developer that have been successfully merged.
Main predictors. We use the same predictors as in the case of the previous research
question, i.e., one predictor for each of the Big Five traits.
Controls. We use the same control variables retained as in the case of the previous
research question, namely word_count, project_age, and project_size. We know already
from RQ6 that project_age and project_size are highly correlated. Accordingly, we
retain the former because it ensures a slightly better fit for the resulting model. Moreover,
in this case, we also find a slightly positive correlation between conscientiousness and
extraversion. However, we opt for retaining them because the VIF computed on the fit
model shows a value smaller than 4 for both, as well as for the other independent variables.
Procedure. As described above, the dependent variable #merged_commits is the count of
successfully merged contributions to the source code; therefore it takes non-negative integer
values only. Hence, rather than fitting a linear model, we perform a count data regres-
sion analysis, which can handle non-negative observations, given that we are intentionally
studying the profiles of developers who have had contributions to source code accepted.
There are different count data models that can be used for estimations, whose choice de-
pends on the characteristics of the data. We follow the approach suggested by Greene [97].
The starting point is to consider the Poisson regression model. However, the Poisson distri-
bution has a strong assumption on equidispersion, that is, the equality of mean and variance
of the count-dependent variable. If the assumption is rejected, count data can be modeled
using the negative binomial distribution, a generalization of the Poisson distribution with
an additional parameter to accommodate the overdispersion. Finally, a formal Likelihood
Ratio Test (LRT) of overdispersion is executed to ensure that the negative binomial model
provides a better fit to the data than the Poisson model, that is, the null hypothesis of
equidispersion (Poisson model) against the alternative of overdispersion (negative binomial
model) is tested.
5. Results
5.1. Preliminary assessment of stability
To rule out changes in personality over time, we split the dataset by date into two
sections. Specifically, for each of the N=211 developers, we assess the time-span between
the first and last communication in the dataset; then, we compute the point in time MT
so that approximately half of the observations (i.e., the monthly-based personality scores)
are located before and after it. Then, two aggregate profiles for each developer are created
by averaging the trait scores. Finally, for each trait, we perform a Wilcoxon Signed-Rank
test to verify the null hypothesis that the median difference between pairs of observations
(i.e., for each subject) is not significantly different from zero. Table 5 reports the results
from the five paired tests, which show no significant differences between the distributions
(all adjusted p-values > 0.05 after Bonferroni correction for multiple tests), thus confirming
the stability of personality traits over time.
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Table 5: Results of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests for assessing changes in mean personality traits over
time (N=211, all p-values >0.05 after Bonferroni correction).
Trait V p-value CI 95%
Openness 6,109 0.589 -0.002 – 0.003
Conscientiousness 5,575 0.661 -0.004 – 0.003
Extraversion 5,839 0.964 -0.003 – 0.003
Agreeableness 5,871 0.917 -0.003 – 0.003
Neuroticism 5,915 0.853 -0.003 – 0.004
5.2. RQ1 — personality groupings
Here we report on the results from several techniques used to reveal the presence of
natural groupings of personalities within our dataset.
First, we check and find that the distributions of each trait scores do not follow normal
distribution (all p-values <0.01).14 Accordingly, in the following, we use non-parametric
statistics, which do not assume normality in the distribution of data. Then, we check for
the presence of correlation between trait scores. We use the scale suggested by Hinkle et
al. [98] for studies in behavioral sciences. We observe only a moderate positive Pearson
correlation between Conscientiousness and Neuroticism (r=0.58). The others are negligible
(r<0.3) or low (between 0.3 and 0.4). Finally, we perform a couple of tests to assess the
suitability of our data for structure detection. To ensure that there is a sufficient proportion
of variance in our variables that might be caused by underlying factors, we first compute
the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin measure, which is equal to 0.5, that is, the minimum acceptable
value as suggested in [99]; then, we perform Barlett’s test of sphericity, which is signifi-
cant (χ2=4088.32, p<0.001). These results suggest that our data is suitable for structure
detection.
Principal Component Analysis. We perform Principal Component Analysis (PCA) with
varimax rotation, using the FactoMineR package. PCA is a statistical procedure that con-
verts a set of observations of possibly correlated variables into a set of values of linearly
uncorrelated variables, i.e., the principal components. The scree plot in Figure 3 shows that
the first three components out of the five extracted account for most of the variance in the
data (86%). However, the analysis of the eigenvalues in Table 6 shows that only the first two
have a value over Kaiser’s criterion of 1, the cut-off point typically used to retain principal
components. Eigenvalues, in fact, correspond to the amount of the variation explained by
each principal component. A component with an eigenvalue > 1 indicates that it accounts
for more variance than its accounted by one of the original variables in the dataset.
Accordingly, we retain the first two components, which account for 72% of the vari-
ance. Openness and Neuroticism load on the first component, whereas Conscientiousness,
Extraversion, and Agreeableness on the second (see Table 7). The two most strongly-loaded
14We checked and obtained the same results with both the Pearson χ2 test of correlation and the Shapiro-
Wilk test.
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Figure 3: Percent of variance explained by principal components.
Table 6: Eigenvalues returned by the PCA (only components with eigenvalue >1 are retained).
Eigenvalue % of variance
Component 1 2.201 44.023
Component 2 1.394 27.885
Component 3 0.721 14.419
Component 4 0.485 9.705
Component 5 0.198 3.967
Table 7: Standardized loadings for the extracted principal components.
Component 1 Component 2
Openness 0.79 0.03
Conscientiousness 0.69 0.44
Extraversion 0.27 0.74
Agreeableness -0.15 0.92
Neuroticism 0.89 0.04
factor for each of the two components are, respectively, Neuroticism (0.89) and Agreeableness
(0.92).
Cluster Analysis. Following the approaches presented in [5, 8] for extracting clusters of
developers’ personalities, we apply the k-means clustering algorithm using the stats package.
We use the ‘elbow’ method to identify the optimal number of cluster from the plot in Figure 4.
The ‘elbow’ point corresponds to the smallest k value (3 in our case) after which we do not
observe a large decrease in the within-group heterogeneity, here measured using the sum of
squares, with the increase of the number of clusters.
The developers are fairly evenly distributed across the three personality clusters extracted
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Figure 4: Plot of within-group heterogeneity against the number of k-means clusters.
Table 8: Size and centers of the three clusters extracted with k-means (N=211, the highest N and lowest H
values per trait shown in bold).
Cluster (size) Openness Conscient. Extraver. Agreeabl. Neurotic.
Cluster 1 (76) -0.74H -0.69H -0.06 0.37 -0.84H
Cluster 2 (55) 0.90N 0.86N 0.99N 0.45N 0.81N
Cluster 3 (80) 0.08 0.07 -0.62H -0.67H 0.25
(see Table 8). The table also reports the coordinates of the centroids, that is the average
position of the elements assigned to a cluster. All the values are z -score standardized, with
positive (negative) values above (below) the overall means.
Because the data are not normally distributed, we use the stats package to perform
five nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis tests to make unpaired comparisons among the three
independent score distributions (i.e., the clusters) for each of the five traits. Table 9 shows
the results of the Kruskal-Wallis tests, after applying Bonferroni corrections of p-values for
repeated tests. Because each p-value is smaller than 0.001 and the -squared statistic shows
a large effect size (≥ 0.26), we conclude that there are significant differences among the
distributions of the traits; therefore, they all are important to the formation of the three
clusters. To further understand which pairs of clusters are significantly different, we perform
the Tukey and Kramer (Nemenyi) post hoc test for multiple pairwise comparisons. All the
comparisons show significant differences with p-values smaller than 0.001 or 0.01. The only
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Table 9: Results of the Kruskall-Wallis tests for the comparisons of the distributions of each personality
trait scores across the three clusters (p-values adjusted with Bonferroni correction).
Trait Chi-squared df p-value -squared CI 95%
Openness 87.836 2 <0.001 0.418 0.297 - 0.532
Conscientiousness 78.777 2 <0.001 0.375 0.257 - 0.495
Extraversion 94.554 2 <0.001 0.450 0.354 - 0.547
Agreeableness 61.248 2 <0.001 0.292 0.197 - 0.401
Neuroticism 107.560 2 <0.001 0.512 0.410 - 0.613
Table 10: The three archetypes extracted (the highest N and lowest H standardized values per trait are
shown in bold).
Archetype Openness Conscient. Extraver. Agreeabl. Neuroticism
Archetype 1 0.51 -0.13 -0.81H -1.09H 0.61N
Archetype 2 0.64N 1.06N 1.12N 0.87N 0.54
Archetype 3 -1.15H -0.93 H -0.31 0.23 -1.15H
exception is the non-significant difference observed for Agreeableness between Cluster 1 and
2 (p = 0.99).
Finally, by comparing the traits values across the threes cluster, we can label Cluster 1 as
the subgroup of the ‘calm, cautious, and easy-going ’ developers who are low in Neuroticism,
Openness, and Conscientiousness. Cluster 2 is the subgroup of developers with an ‘intense’
personality, given that they exhibit the highest average scores for all the five traits (see the
values in bold in Table 8). Regarding Cluster 3, it groups the ‘antagonistic introvert ’ with
low average scores in Extraversion and Agreeableness.
Archetypal analysis. Following the approach presented in [82], we perform Archetypal
Analysis using the package archetype. We use the ‘elbow’ criterion again to identify the
optimal number of archetypes to extract. From the scree plot in Figure 5, which shows
the fraction of total variance in the data explained by the number of extracted archetypes,
we notice that the function plateaus after extracting 3 or 5 archetypes. For the sake of
simplicity in characterizing the archetypes, we opt for extracting 3.
Table 10 shows the trait coordinates for each of the three archetypes, standardized for
the ease of comparison. We compare the trait values across the three archetypes and obtain
results in line with the findings from k-means. In fact, the extracted archetypes can be
mapped on the three clusters described above. Specifically, the Archetype 2 is similar to
Cluster 2 as it models the ‘intense’ type of developers (i.e., with high scores on 4 out of 5
traits). The Archetype 1 represents the ‘antagonistic introvert,’ as in the case of Cluster 3,
who score low Extraversion and Agreeableness. Finally, the Archetype 3 is that of the ‘calm,
cautious, and easy-going ’ developers grouped in Cluster 1, with low scores in Neuroticism,
Openness, and Conscientiousness.
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Figure 5: Scree plot of the residual sum of squares against the number of archetypes.
Table 11: Results of the Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests for the unpaired comparison of median personality trait
scores between N=56 core and N=62 peripheral developers (all p-values>0.05 after Bonferroni correction).
Trait W p-value CI 95%
Openness 1,583 1.000 -0.009 – 0.008
Conscientiousness 1,625 1.000 -0.010 – 0.011
Extraversion 1,575 1.000 -0.010 – 0.008
Agreeableness 1,273 0.271 -0.017 – 0.000
Neuroticism 2,051 0.063 0.004 – 0.027
5.3. RQ2 — variation with contributor type
We separate the personality scores of N=118 commit authors in two groups, namely
peripherals (i.e., those without commit access to the repositories, N=62) and core developers
(i.e., project members with write access to the source code repository, N=56). For the sake
of space, here we omit to report the boxplots. Results of the Wilcoxon Rank Sum tests for
unpaired groups comparisons are reported in Table 11, which show no significant differences
for any of the five traits (i.e., all adjusted p-values > 0.05, after Bonferroni correction).
5.4. RQ3 — variation with membership
For each the 56 core developers with write access to source code repositories, we first
retrieve the date of the first commit that they review and accept to integrate. We use
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Figure 6: Differences in the personality traits of the developers before and after becoming core team members.
Table 12: Results of the Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests for the paired comparison of mean personality trait
scores of developers before and after becoming members of a project’s core-team (N=192, all p-values >0.05
after Bonferroni correction).
Trait V p-value CI 95%
Openness 39 1.000 -0.011 – 0.034
Conscientiousness 40 1.000 -0.008 – 0.031
Extraversion 17 1.000 -0.019 – 0.019
Agreeableness 15 1.000 -0.038 – 0.011
Neuroticism 43 0.654 -0.005 – 0.048
this date as an approximation of the moment when the developers have become core team
members of a project. Then, for any of the projects they gained membership for, we use
that date to split the personality trait scores of the developers into two paired groups, i.e.,
before and after becoming a project’s core team member. Note that in this case we have
multiple observations per developer, that is, one for each project of which they are core a
member. Figure 6 shows the differences in the five personality scores between the two groups
and Table 12 reports the results of the five Wilcoxon Signed-Rank tests (one per trait). No
significant differences are retuned by the tests (all adjusted p-values > 0.05 after Bonferroni
correction).
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Table 13: Results of the Wilcoxon Rank Sum test for the unpaired comparison of median personality trait
scores between developers with high vs. low degree of development activity (adjusted p-values > 0.05 after
Bonferroni correction).
Trait W p-value CI 95%
Openness 476 1.000 -0.004 – 0.021
High vs. low Conscientiousness 449 1.000 -0.008 – 0.024
commit authors Extraversion 383 1.000 -0.017 – 0.017
(peripheral devs) Agreeableness 341 1.000 -0.018 – 0.009
Neuroticism 408 1.000 -0.013 – 0.017
Openness 193 1.000 -0.014 – 0.020
High vs. low Conscientiousness 163 1.000 -0.029 – 0.019
commit integrators Extraversion 129 1.000 -0.028 – 0.006
(core devs) Agreeableness 204 1.000 -0.013 – 0.025
Neuroticism 151 1.000 -0.040 – 0.017
5.5. RQ4 — variation with the degree of development activity
We take the core (N=56) and peripheral (N=62) groups created for RQ2, and further
split them according to the level of development activity. The level of development activ-
ity varies depending on whether they are core or peripheral developers. Hence, we find the
mean number of commits authored by developers in the peripheral group and split it into two
subsets, authored-commits_high (N=17) and authored-commits_low (N=45). Similarly, we
obtain the subgroups integrated-commits_high (N=44) and integrated-commits_low (N=8)
considering the mean number of commits integrated (i.e., accepted) by the core group mem-
bers. We then perform the unpaired comparisons of the median personality scores between
high vs. low-activity developers. Results are in shown in Table 13. The Wilcoxon Rank
Sum tests reveal no cases of statistically significant differences between the pairs of trait
distributions (i.e., adjusted p-values > 0.05 after Bonferroni correction).
5.6. RQ5 — contribution likelihood model
In Table 14, we report the results of the logistic model, obtained from the glm function of
the stats package, to study the associations between the personality traits of developers and
the likelihood of becoming a project contributor. Therefore, the dependent, dichotomous
variable is whether a developer has made a commit to any Apache project. The number of
participants involved in this analysis is N=211, where 118 are the developers with at least
one commit, and 93 are those with no commits. Because the subset is reasonably balanced,
there is no need to deal with the class imbalance problem [100].
We observe that the control variable project_age is statistically significant (coeff=-0.42,
p<0.001). The only statistically significant predictors is openness (coeff=54.09, p<0.01).
The significance of the terms is obtained from the Wald test in the ANOVA, as implemented
in the car package.
To evaluate the goodness of fit, we compute McFadden’s pseudo-R2, a statistical measure
that represents the percentage of the response variable variation that is explained by the
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Table 14: Logistic regression model of the contribution likelihood as explained by personality traits (sig:
‘***’ p<0.001, ‘**’ p<0.01).
Coef.
Estimate
Std.
Error
z-
value
(Intercept ) -29.523 20.175 -1.44
project_age -0.420*** 0.113 -3.71
log(word_count) 0.199 0.204 0.98
openness 54.092** 23.338 2.32
conscientiousness -18.994 26.623 -0.71
extraversion -4.652 16.939 -0.27
agreeableness 18.620 22.525 0.83
neuroticism -19.710 16.939 -1.07
N=211, McFadden Pseudo-R2=0.397,
AUC=0.89
model. The results show that our model it is capable of explaining about 40% of the
variability (R2=0.397).
Furthermore, we measure the performance of the model using the Area Under the ROC
curve (AUC). A ROC curve plots the performance of a binary prediction model as the
trade-off between its ability to recall the positive instance of the dataset (i.e., the true
positive rate, or how many developers predicted as becoming contributors have actually had
commits successfully merged) and the false positive rate (i.e., how many developers predicted
to become contributors are misclassified). We split the dataset into training (70%) and test
(30%) sets, using the stratified sampling function offered by the caret package to maintain
the same proportion of dependent variable occurrences across them. The AUC performance
of our logistic model is 0.89. Because the AUC performance of a random baseline classifier
is 0.5, we conclude that the model performs largely better than random guessing.
The results above tell us that higher openness traits scores are associated with higher
chances for developers to become project contributors. To provide a more quantitative
interpretation, we note that the mean openness value in the dataset is 0.79. Given the
logistic model in Table 14, the probability of becoming a contributor for those developers
with openness scores below averages is 64%, compared to 87% for developers with scores
equal to or above averages (+36%).
5.7. RQ6 — merged commits count data model
Table 15 shows the results of the count data regression in which the number of successfully
merged code commits is measured with the personality traits variables. The number of
developers with at least one commit is 118, who have made contributions to about 2 projects
on average. The sample used in this analysis contains N=471 observations (commits data).
Before reporting the regression results, we briefly comment on the model choice. First,
the likelihood ratio test (LRT) of overdispersion shows a test statistic (χ2=514, p<0.001)
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Table 15: Developers’ productivity negative binomial model. The response is the count of commits success-
fully merged (sig: ‘***’ p<0.001, ‘**’ p<0.01).
Coef. Estimate Std. Error z value
(Intercept ) 0.807 0.234 3.43
project_age (days) -0.068 0.044 -1.56
dev_is_integrator=TRUE 0.648** 0.221 2.93
dev_track_record (days) 0.544*** 0.033 16.21
log(word_count) 0.003 0.030 0.12
openness 0.036 0.068 0.53
conscientiousness 0.005 0.072 0.08
extraversion 0.046 0.066 0.71
agreeableness -0.039 0.054 -1.80
neuroticism 0.141 0.078 -1.80
N=471, LogLik=-917, LRT χ2=514
McFadden Pseudo-R2=0.115
that leads to reject the null hypothesis of equidispersion and, therefore, the negative binomial
model (LogLik=-917) is preferred to the Poisson model (LogLik=-1174). Accordingly, in
Table 15 we report the results only for the negative binomial model.
To ease the assessment of the relative importance of the continuous predictors, we z-
transform them so that the mean of each measure is 0 and the standard deviation is 1.
We observe that none of the five predictors related to personality has a significant effect.
Instead, regarding the control variables, we observe that the authors’ track record (i.e.,
the number of days between their first and last successful contribution) has a positive and
significant association (coefficient=0.544) with the number of their merged contributions
(p<0.001). Similarly, we find a positive and significant association between the response
variable and the fact that a developer is a core team member who has integrated external
contributions (coefficient=0.648, p<0.01). However, the model fits the data marginally
(Pseudo-R2=0.115).
6. Discussion
The results reported in the previous section add to the body of existing evidence about
mining the personality traits of developers from software-related repositories.
6.1. Ecological validity of digital cues from emails
In this study, trait observations have been averaged by month, resulting in one aggregate
personality profile for each developer. Albeit personality is considered stable [95], especially
in working adult, depending on how it is measured and aggregated (e.g., days vs. weeks),
personality can also be observed as variable [101]. Thus, because of the large time scale of
data analyzed in our study – with email archives spanning ∼15 years – we deemed necessary
to confirm the ecological validity of the digital cues fed to personality tool by verifying
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the stability of traits over the years before carrying out further analyses. Our results (see
Sect. 5.1) are in line with those from prior research in Psychology, which found personality
to be stable, especially in working adults, over multiple years [95] and even decades [18].
On the contrary, Rastogi & Nagappan [16] found that GitHub developers’ personality
change over short periods (i.e., two or three consecutive years), evolving as more conscien-
tious and extrovert, and less agreeable. While further investigations are needed to explain
this difference, we note that Rastogi & Nagappan made these claims despite the negligible
to small effect sizes calculated for their paired t-tests (i.e., Cliff’s δ [102] values as low as
0.04).
6.2. Personality types (RQ1)
Regarding the first research questions (RQ1 — Are there groupings of similar developers
according to their personality profile? ), our results strengthen prior evidence that software
developers differ significantly in their personality profiles.
First, we performed Principal Component Analysis, which helped us uncover that Neu-
roticism (i.e., emotional stability vs. lack thereof) and Agreeableness (i.e., being cooperative
vs. antagonistic) are the two most important traits in differentiating developers by person-
ality type. Previous research on OSS has found evidence that conversations over emails
among developers often deteriorate into conflicts (or flame wars) [103, 104]. Considering
that personalities profiles here have been extracted from a corpus of emails, Agreeableness
and Neuroticism levels may reflect developers’ general behavior during discussions. In other
words, developers high in Neuroticism may be those who tend to use negative polarity lex-
icon because they tend to get involved in such heated discussions, and vice versa for those
high in Agreeableness. As future work, we will employ software engineering-specific senti-
ment analysis toolkits, such as EMTk [46, 105, 106], to analyze the extent and influence of
such flaming behaviors on developers’ lexicon.
We also used two different techniques, the k-means clustering algorithm and Archetypal
Analysis, which gave us consistent results about the existence of three subgroups of person-
alities. We informally labeled these types as ‘intense’, ‘antagonistic introvert ’, and ‘calm,
cautious, and easy-going.’ Similar research involving software engineering students [5] and
professionals [8] found two types of personalities among, the intense and the moderate. Our
findings may have further refined their results. However, it is arduous to claim that these
are the main types existing among software engineers – prior work has found contrasting
evidence as to whether software engineers represent a homogeneous group [107] – or among
OSS developers – as the ASF ecosystem has a carefully-defined Code of Conduct15 whose
policies are likely to influence how developers behave over email [108].
Overall, our findings reinforce the need for future studies on human factors in software
engineering to use psychometric tools to control for potential, personality-related confound
factors [109, 110].
15https://www.apache.org/foundation/policies/conduct.html
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6.3. Personality and context (RQ2, RQ3)
A recent trend in psychology [101] is that personality effects interact with the environ-
ment, i.e., individual personality has certain main effects that need to be seen as a contextu-
alized behavior. In other words, researchers assume that there is variability in how different
individuals respond to the same situation, whereas there is presumed to be be stability in
how the same individuals behave across similar situations and variability across dissimilar
situations.
To assess the interplay between context and personality, we first checked the interaction
of personality with the type of contributor (RQ2 —Do developers’ personality traits vary
with the type of contributors, i.e., core vs. peripheral? )), given that core and peripheral
developers have different tasks to perform and responsibilities to uphold. Our findings (see
Sect. 5.3) show no significant differences between core and peripheral developers’ personality
traits. Then (see Sect. 5.4), we consistently found that the personality of developers does
not change after becoming core project members (RQ3 — Do developers’ personality traits
change after becoming a core member of a project development team? ).
Interestingly, our results contrast with the findings of Rigby & Hassan [84] and Bazelli
et al. [85], who found that top developers have different personality traits from the others.
However, Rigby & Hassan [84] analyzed data from four developers only. The contrast with
Bazelli et al. [85], instead, is arguably explained by the different experimental domains. In
fact, they analyzed posts and question-answering activity of developers within Stack Over-
flow, while we are looking at emails and source code development in the Apache ecosystem.
6.4. Personality and extent of contribution (RQ4, RQ5, RQ6)
With RQ4 (Do developers’ personality traits vary with the degree of development ac-
tivity? ), we checked whether developers who contribute more source code changes exhibit
different median trait scores compared to the others. We found no differences between devel-
opers when grouped by their level of activity. Instead, Rastogi & Nagappan [16] found that
developers who contribute more score high on Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion,
and Neuroticism, and low on Agreeableness. As in the case of RQ2-3, further investigations
are needed to explain the contrasting results.
While the previous research question showed no differences in personlity between devel-
opers with different levels of activity, it did not allow us to uncover associations between
personality traits and contributing source code changes. Accordingly, we performed statisti-
cal analysis using Generalized Linear Models (GLM) to establish associations of personality
traits specifically with the likelihood of becoming a contributor (RQ5 — What personality
traits are associated with the likelihood of becoming a contributor? ) and the number of ac-
cepted contributions (RQ6 — What personality traits are associated with the number of code
contributions successfully accepted in a project repository? ).
Regarding RQ5, the logistic model developed showed that, as expected, the control
variable project_age has a significant negative effect on the chances of becoming an Apache
project contributor (i.e., developers’ onboarding is harder for projects with a long history
and a large code base). Instead, the control variable word_count (i.e., the proxy for the
amount of social activity in a project community) is not statistically significant. This means
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that the amount of communication that a developer exchanges in the ASF communities is
not associated with the likelihood of becoming a contributor. However, previous research
(e.g., [111]) has found that contributions coming from submitters who are known to the core
development team have higher chances of being accepted. Combined, these findings indicate
that the quality of the messages and their recipients are important to become a contributor,
rather than the overall amount of communication exchanged.
Furthermore, the results of the logistic regression show that more open developers are
more likely (+36%) to contribute commits that are successfully integrated into a project
repository. This finding complements the results of our previous work [86, 87], where we
found that more agreeable integrators are more likely to accept the pull requests during code
review sessions. Agreeableness, in fact, is associated with the propensity to trust other, be-
ing empathetic, and avoiding harsh confrontations — facets of personality that are ‘helpful’
during cooperative tasks such as code reviews, where more open/agreeable contributors and
integrators are likely to collaborate with less friction. Previous research on OSS projects has
highlighted that newcomers face several entry barriers, not only technical but also social,
when placing their first contribution, leading in many cases to dropouts [112, 113]. Hence,
overall, our findings suggest that more open/agreeable core members may be better suited
to shepherd newcomers during their immigration phase (i.e., on-boarding and first contribu-
tions) [114, 115]. In previous work, Canfora et al. [116] successfully tested an approach to
recommend the ‘right mentors’ among core team members to guide OSS project newcomers.
Their recommendations were based on discovering previous interactions through emails on
topics of shared interest. A recent trend is to use bots in collaborative development environ-
ments, such as GitHub, to automatically assign code-review tasks to those project members
who have made the largest and most recent contributions to the changed files [117]. Our
findings suggest that such bots could be augmented with psychometric capabilities so that
they could automatically mine personality profiles from the developers communication traces
left in the project repositories and recommend the ‘best-fitting’ reviewers both technically
and socially (i.e., more open and agreeable). More in general, finding the ‘right mix’ of
personalities has potential implications regarding team-building not only for OSS projects
but also for commercial ones, especially if distributed. In previous research, Yang et al. [118]
found that agreeableness helped teammates coordinate through the development of shared
mental models, thereby enhancing software team performance. In a laboratory experiment,
Karn et al. [119] found that software teams reported higher cohesion and performance in
cases of both homogeneity in personality type and some mixtures of types.
As regards RQ6, the count-data model developed fits the data marginally (∼0.11% of
variability explained, see Table 15). Looking at the estimates, we note that none of the
personality trait predictors is significant. The only significant predictors are the control
variables dev_track_record=TRUE and dev_is_integrator=TRUE, which indicate that, re-
spectively, long-time contributors and core-members who integrate external contributions
are associated with higher numbers of accepted commits. Hence, there does not seem to be
one personality type associated with higher productiveness. On the one hand, these results
are not surprising; in fact, they are in line with the results of both RQ4 (i.e., no differences
in mean personality traits score among developers when grouped by activity level) and prior
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work that uncovered the technical antecedents of accepted contributions in OSS projects
(e.g., [120, 121]). On the other hand, combined with the findings from our previous work
on trust [86, 87] and RQ5 (i.e., more open developers are more likely to contribute), these
results suggest that personality may have an impact on development activities that entail
direct communication with others, as in code review tasks. Still, given the marginal fit and
the cross-sectional nature of the data fed into the regression models,here we can only hint
at possible causal relations, which we reserve to investigate in future work.
6.5. Limitations
There are many open challenges for research to increase the validity of results.
Lack of gold standards. Because automatic personality recognition approaches are inher-
ently data-driven, the availability of experimental datasets plays a crucial role. With the
withdrawal of myPersonality,16 only a few are available as of this writing, such as the Essay
dataset [43], the EAR dataset [122], and the benchmarks used for the evaluation campaigns
in the two editions of the Workshop on Computational Personality Recognition [63, 70]. We
believe that the collection and diffusion of standard benchmarks will help to improve both
the validity and performance of tools by allowing more rigorous comparisons. In particu-
lar, to date, personality datasets from the software engineering (SE) domain are completely
missing.
Trait rating accuracy. The present is one of the very few studies existing on personality
computation in the SE domain. The results reported in these studies (see Sect. 2.2.2)
obliviously depend on the accuracy of the automatically measured trait scores as compared
to the actual personality of the subjects involved.
In this study, we relied on the IBM Personality Insights tool, which was trained using the
Big Five personality scores from surveys conducted among thousands of volunteers who also
shared their Twitter feed content in different languages (i.e., English, Spanish, Japanese,
Korean, and Arabic). The language-specific models were developed independently of user
demographics such as age, gender, or culture. To understand the accuracy of the service in
inferring personality profiles, IBM conducted a validation study by collecting tweets from
1,500-2,000 participants who also took the 50-item IPIP test to establish ground truth. As
reported earlier, the comparison17 between the inferred and actual personality scores showed
an average MAE≈0.12 over the five traits and an average correlation r≈0.33 close to the
upper limit of the correlation range between 0.1 and 0.4, suggested as practical benchmark
in previous personality studies [66] and meta-analyses [72, 73].
While individual self-ratings are typically used as gold standards to set ground truth,
it must be pointed out that psychology research now considers the definition of a ‘true’
personality profile out of reach for both self and external raters [101]. Despite extensive
evidence supporting their validity (see Sect. 2.1), self-assessment questionnaires are subject
to ratings being biased towards social desirability, with individuals potentially projecting
how they would like to be perceived rather than how they actually are [123]. Furthermore,
16https://sites.google.com/michalkosinski.com/mypersonality
17https://console.bluemix.net/docs/services/personality-insights/science.html
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previous research has shown that, albeit tendentially highly correlated, there are differences
between personality constructs based on self-reports and those based on external observers’
ratings [124].
Therefore, when evaluating the performance of automatic personality recognition tools,
researchers must keep in mind that personality is an elusive concept whose assessment makes
it an activity that is complex for any rater, whether self, external observer or computer.
Trait observability in context. Funder [125] introduced a framework of factors that can
affect the accuracy of the rating of traits by human observers, such as relevance (i.e., the
context must allow a person to express the trait) and availability (i.e., the trait must be
perceptible to others). Arguably, such factors also hamper the ability of computers to
‘perceive’ personality traits.
As regards relevance, some traits are naturally more ‘external’ than others and, therefore,
more likely to be perceived by other judges, including computers [101]. It is therefore not
surprising that Vinciarelli & Mohammadi [50] found in their survey that the reviewed studies
consistently reported larger effect sizes for Extraversion, one of the most interpersonal traits
of the five, which emerges from overt behavior towards others.
As for availability, currently there seem to be still a large gap between abstract, nuanced
information like personality traits, and the cues that AI services can observe from the analysis
of digital artifacts. In this perspective, it is not surprising that research on personality
computing has so far privileged trait models like the Big Five, which are particularly suitable
for processing because of the representation of personality as continuous numeric scores.
Nonetheless, even in this case, research required further simplification of the richness of
the theory by limiting the analysis to the first level of the hierarchy, while discarding the
lower-level facets.
We argue that future research on personality computing in the SE domain should pay
close attention to assessing what information is actually relevant and available in the specific
context of the study. Context can be modeled at different levels of granularity. For exam-
ple, context can be broadly considered at project level, to see if there are differences in the
personality profiles of developers across the projects they participated in. However, analysis
at a finer granularity, such as task level, may make it easier to contextualize the relevance
and availability of traits in digital traces left by developers. For example, in code reviews,
developers performing the inspection of external contributions are likely to behave in ways
that make Agreeableness (i.e., cooperation with others) and Conscientiousness (i.e., thor-
oughness of the inspection) emerge from their comments, as supported by initial evidence
reported in our previous work on trust [86, 87].
Lack of self-reported data. One of the main limitations of the study revolves around
the use of the Personality Insights service, which enabled the automated assessment of the
personalities of a large number of developers from their emails, without having to rely on
self-reported data. By exploiting a large number of communication messages archived in
these software-related repositories – i.e., the toolset belonging to the social-programmer
ecosystem [126] – more and more recent studies like ours have started to employ natural
language processing (NLP) instruments for the automatic analysis of content. Still, many
of these tools have not been designed or trained for handling the technical content typical
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of the software domain [127]. For instance, Jongeling et al. [128] have compared various
sentiment analysis tools used in previous studies in software engineering and found that
they can disagree with the manual labeling of corpora performed by individuals as well as
with each other. Therefore, we advocate caution when drawing conclusions from NLP tools
not specifically trained for the specific purpose and lexicon, and we acknowledge this as a
potential threat to instrumentation validity. Still, prior research (e.g., [17]) found evidence
that personality traits can be successfully derived from the analysis of written texts such as
emails [129]. We also stress that we employed the Personality Insights service on emails only
after parsing them to remove (most of) the technical content therein. In addition, Wang
& Redmiles [130] used the LIWC 2007 tool to compute the baseline trust of developers
parsing the content of their emails. The authors compared the results obtained using LIWC
against those obtained using another linguistic resource (i.e., the NRC lexicon) and found
them to converge. Finally, we note that while individuals may vary in how their personality
traits manifest in email communication, potentially reducing the reliability of the automated
inference technique we use, the large size of the sample that we study implies a reduction
to the mean in terms of individual traits. In this sense, we expect that by averaging over
hundreds of observed developers in the regression models, the inferred personality scores
can still reflect the intensity and directionality of underlying associations with the response
variables. We leave a detailed comparison of our findings obtained with Personality Insights
API to LIWC and other similar tools as future work.
Language. Another potential issue related to the use of a tool to mine personality from
text is related to the use of English as lingua franca in emails, i.e., some developers did
not communicate using their native language. A limited vocabulary may have arguably
prevented some lexical cues related to their personality from emerging from their written
communication, as argued in the lexical hypothesis. Research in personality Psychology has
validated psychometric questionnaire across nations after translating the question items [41].
Furthermore, previous studies on global software engineering have shown that language
disparity and the use of English as lingua franca do affect development activities [131–133].
Lack of demographic data. Previous research on personality has found that lexicon and
personality vary with age, gender, and nationality [41, 66]. We acknowledge that our per-
sonality dataset does not include these pieces of information about developers. However, we
note that this kind of information is usually unavailable in public project repositories due
to privacy concerns.
External validity. Since the Apache ecosystem may not be representative of all types of
large, distributed projects, especially commercial, we acknowledge the need to gather further
evidence. Yet, independent replications are also welcome, as we have made all the code and
the entire dataset available online.18
18https://github.com/collab-uniba/personality
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7. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a quantitative analysis of the personality traits of the devel-
opers working in the Apache ecosystem. Developers’ personalities were extracted from the
projects’ mailing list archives and modeled on the Big Five personality framework, using the
IBM Personality Insights service.
We found there are three common types of personality profiles among developers, char-
acterized in particular by their level of Agreeableness and Neuroticism. We also confirmed
that developers’ personalities traits assessed automatically are stable over time. Moreover,
personality traits do not vary with their role, membership, and the level of contribution to
the projects. Furthermore, we developed a couple of regression models and found that the
developers who are more open are more likely to make projects contributors. This finding
has practical implications in recommending the right mentors to project newcomers as well
as for building new teams by considering the analysis of personalities for the prospect team
members.
Part of our findings is in contrast with previous work on the personality of developers,
thus calling for further replications. Nonetheless, overall, our results reinforce the need for
future studies on human factors in software engineering to use psychometric tools to control
for differences in developers’ personalities.
We are currently collecting self-assessments from OSS developers, which, paired with a
text corpus extracted from a large amount of communication traces available from public
OSS project repositories, will provide us with an experimental dataset to train our own SE-
specific tool for automatic personality recognition. This effort is still ongoing as obtaining
a sufficient amount of self-assessments is a slow and challenging process due to the typical
low return rate of web surveys in SE research [134].
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